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Abstract
While performing non-linear response history analyses of highrise buildings, designers and
researchers discover crucial modeling questions, including use of appropriately selected and
scaled ground motion. Once appropriate ground motions are selected, the question becomes
how these ground motion time histories can be modified to be compatible with the design
target acceleration response spectrum. Modification can be performed in two ways: (a) direct
time domain scaling of the acceleration time-histories of the ground motions, and (b)
transforming the time-acceleration data into the frequency domain, making adjustments to be
compatible with the target spectrum, and transforming back into the time domain. Both the
methods are mentioned in Guidelines for Performance-based Seismic Design of Tall
Buildings (PEER 2010/05) and FEMA P-1050-1, 2105 edition. ASCE 7-10 mentions the
direct scaling approach but does not explicitly mention the other method. The objective of
this paper is to determine the extent of differences in response of highrise buildings using
both time domain scaled and frequency domain adjusted ground motions. For this purpose,
several example structures were selected to be analyzed: (a) 42-story concrete dual core wallframe structure, (b) 40-story steel space frame structure, and (c) 40-story buckling-restraintbraced frame structure. Detailed non-linear models of these structures were developed in
PERFORM-3D, and seven sets of appropriate ground motions were selected for the nonlinear time history analyses. Results from analyses show differences in the response of these
buildings using time domain scaled and spectral matching input ground motions.
1. Introduction
Recent decades have seen a surge in highrise building construction around the world in high
seismic areas. While designing those buildings, it is of paramount importance to the designer
to select appropriate ground motions and scale those motions for the numerical analysis and
evaluation of the design. How to scale appropriately selected ground motion to be compatible
with a target spectrum is an important decision for the designer. Two ways to do that are
direct time domain scaling of ground motions and transforming the time-acceleration data
into the frequency domain, making adjustments (to be compatible with the target spectrum),
and transforming back into the time domain. Both methods are mentioned in building
guidelines and codes. The objective of this paper is to determine the extent of differences in
response of highrise buildings using both time domain scaled and frequency domain adjusted
ground motions.
2. Case Study Buildings
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Threee structures were
w selecteed for this stuudy: (a) 42-sstory concrette dual core wall-frame
structture, (b) 40-story bucklinng-restraint--braced fram
me structure, and (c) 40-sstory steel sppace
framee structure. The
T first twoo structures were
w used byy Pacific Earrthquake Engineering
Reseaarch Center (PEER) “Taall Buildingss Initiative” in
i their case studies (Mooehle et al.,
2011)). The third structure waas used by Hutt
H (2013) foor his case sttudy. Descriiptions of thoose
builddings are prov
vided below
w.
2.1 422-Story Coree Wall-Special Moment Frame
The buildings
b
hav
ve 42 storiess above grouund, 4 storiess below grouund, and a peenthouse as
show
wn in Figure 1b. The duall systems haave a core waall and four--bay special moment
resistting frames at
a the perimeeter of the buuilding as shhown in Figuure 1a and b.. A detailed nonlinearr model was developed in
i PERFORM
M-3D (20111) and a 3D rendering
r
off the structurre is
show
wn in Figure 1b.

(a)
(b)
Figuure 1. (a) Ty
ypical plan view
v
at grouund floor andd below (Mooehle et al., 2011);
2
(b) Thhree
dimensional reendering of structure froom PERFOR
RM-3D modeel.
Reprinted with perm
mission.
2.2 40-Story Buckkling-Restraaint-Braced (BRB)
(
Fram
me Structure
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The footprint of the above ground structure is 170 ft by 107 ft as shown in Figure 2. It also
shows the location of buckling-restrained chevron braces. The building consists of four
basement levels as shown in Figure 3a. The footprint of the basement level is 227 ft by 220
ft. Lateral forces were entirely resisted by buckling-restraint braces. PERFORM 3D was used
to develop a detailed non-linear model for the numerical analyses in this study.

Figure 2. Typical plan view of the BRB building, above ground (Moehle et al., 2011).
Reprinted with permission.
2.3 40-Story Steel Space Frame Structure
The steel space frame structure consists of special moment-resisting frames in both
directions. This particular structure has three basement levels and a 120 ft by 80 ft footprint
as shown in Figure 3b. Like the other two structures, detailed non-linear model was
developed in PERFORM 3D (Figure 3b) for further study.
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(a)
(b)
RB structure from PERFO
ORM-3D moodel;
Figuure 3. (a) Thrree dimensioonal renderinng of the BR
(b)) three-dimen
nsional renddering of the space framee structure frrom PERFORM-3D moddel
3. Grround Motio
ons Used in This Studyy
3.1 Spectral
Sp
Matcching Grounnd Motions
All thhe case study
y buildings are
a located inn Log Angelles. Site-specific responsse spectra annd a
set off seven pairss of responsee spectrum compatible ground motioons were proovided by a
reseaarch team fro
om the PEER
R Center at University
U
off California, Berkeley (M
Mahin, Yangg, &
Bozoorgnia, 2008)). The samee spectra andd spectrum coompatible grround motioons have beenn
used by the PEER
R tall buildinng initiative for analyzinng tall concreete buildingss. The actuall
recorrded earthquaake time histories listed in Table 1 were
w used annd modified in frequencyy
domaain to match the target sppectrum as shown in Figgure 4. Thesee seven pairss of ground
motioons will be called
c
“frequuency modifiied” motionss in this papeer.
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Figure 4. Site-specific response spectrum and seven pairs of spectrum
compatible ground motions.
3.2 Time Domain Scaled Ground Motions
Time domain scaling requirements for 3D dynamic analysis are provided in Section 16.1.3.2
of ASCE 7-10:
For each pair of horizontal ground motion components a square root of the sum of the
squares (SRSS) spectrum shall be constructed by taking the SRSS of the 5-percent
damped response spectra for the scaled components (where an identical scale factor is
applied to both components of a pair). Each pair of motions shall be scaled such that
for each period in the range from 0.2T to 1.5T, the average of the SRSS spectra from
all horizontal component pairs does not fall below the corresponding ordinate of the
design response spectrum, determined in accordance with Section 11.4.5 or 11.4.7.
(ASCE, 2011)
The problem with these requirements is that no guidance is provided on how to deal with
different fundamental periods in the two orthogonal directions. Because an infinite number of
sets of scale factors will satisfy the criteria, different engineers are likely to obtain different
sets of scale factors for the same ground motions (Soules, 2013).
This study uses the two-step scaling method followed in FEMA P-751 (National Institute of
Building Sciences, 2012):
i) Scale each SRSS’d pair to the average period (Tavg) as shown in Figure 5. This factor will
be different for each of SRSS spectra. This scale factor is denoted by S1 in Table 1. Here Tavg
is the average of the fundamental periods in each principal direction.
ii) As shown in Figure 6, the average of the scaled spectra will match the target spectrum at
Tavg. Now a second factor (S2 in Table 1) is applied equally to each motion (already scaled
once) such that the scaled average spectrum lies above the target spectrum from 0.2Tavg to
1.5Tavg.
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The final scale factor for each motion is the product of the two-scale factors. Detailed
calculation steps are provided in Table 1 for the 40-story buckling restraint braced frame
structure. Figure 7 provides a comparison of target spectrum and the average SRSS spectrum
of 7-pairs of motions after the scaling factor in Table 1 applied to the motions. These seven
pairs of ground motions will be called “amplitude scaling” motions in this paper.

Figure 5. Step-1 of time-domain scaling (Soules, 2013).

Figure 6. Step-2 of time-domain scaling (Soules, 2013).
Table 1. 40-story BRB scaling factor.
Record
number
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7

Earthquake Name
Superstition Hills-02
Denali, Alaska
Northridge-01 (Converter Sta)
Loma Prieta
Northridge-01 (Olive View
Med FF)
Landers
Kocaeli, Turkey

SRSS
Ordinate at
T=Tavg
(g)
0.159
0.063
0.155
0.099

Target
Ordinate
at T=Tavg
(g)
0.143
0.143
0.143
0.143

S1

S2

SS = S1*S2

0.90
2.26
0.92
1.44

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

1.166
2.942
1.193
1.877

0.102

0.143

1.39

1.3

1.812

0.116
0.078

0.143
0.143

1.23
1.81

1.3
1.3

1.598
2.357
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S spectrum affter the application of sccale factors listed
l
in Table 1
Figgure 7. Averaage of SRSS
for thee buckling reestraint braceed frame struucture.
4. Reesults
m
in Section 2, detailed,
d
three-dimensionnal, non-linear models foor all three case
As mentioned
studyy buildings were
w developped in PERFORM-3D sooftware. Each building was
w subjectedd to
14 paairs of groun
nd motions, seven
s
from amplitude
a
sccaling and seeven from freequency
modiification. Alll of the figurres in this secction follow
w the same styyle: solid linnes representt
ampliitude scaling
g individual earthquake motion
m
respoonse, dottedd lines repressent “frequenncy
modiification” mo
otion response, and boldd lines repressent the averrage of the motions.
m
For the
most part, compaarison between amplitude scaling vs.. frequency modification
m
n will be donne by
compparing the av
verage responnse lines.
4.1 422-Story Coree Wall-Special Moment Frame
Figurres 8 to 13 su
ummarize thhe analyses results
r
and coomparison between
b
ampplitude scalinng
and frequency
f
mo
odification for
f the 42-stoory core walll-special mooment framee building.
Figurres 8 and 9 compare
c
the results of stoory shear annd story mom
ment for mom
ment frame and
a
core wall,
w
respecttively. Higher demands were exhibitted by frequuency modifiication motioon
for sttory shear an
nd story mom
ment comparred to amplittude scaling,, seen in Figgure 9.
Signiificantly high
her levels off responses were
w observeed for inter-sstory drift annd floor
accelleration for frequency
f
moodification motion,
m
as caan be seen inn Figures 10 and 11. So, if
accelleration-senssitive equipm
ment were pllaced in the building,
b
it will
w be wiserr to use
ampliitude scaling
g motion to evaluate
e
the building perrformance.
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Figurres 12 and 13
3 show the results
r
of axiial strain in core
c
wall andd coupling beam
b
rotationn,
respeectively. As can
c be seen, differences were not siggnificant; at some story levels,
l
frequuency
modiification show
wed higher responses,
r
annd at other story
s
levels, amplitude sccaling showeed
higheer responses..

(a)
(b)
Figgure 8. Mom
ment frame; comparison
c
o (a) Story shear;
of
s
(b) Story momentt. Solid lines for
am
mplitude scaling; dotted lines for frequency moddification andd bold lines for
f average of
response.
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(a)
(b)
F
Figure
9. Co
ore wall; com
mparison of (a)
( Story sheear; (b) Storyy moment. Solid
S
lines for
am
mplitude scaling; dotted lines for frequency moddification andd bold lines for
f average of
response.

(a)
(b)
of inter-storry drift: (a) EW
F
Figure
10. Comparison
C
E drift; (b)) NS drift. Soolid lines forr
am
mplitude scaling; dotted lines for frequency moddification andd bold lines for
f average of
response.
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(a)
(b)
F
Figure
11. Comparison
C
o floor acceeleration: (a) EW story acceleration;
of
a
(b) NS storyy
acceeleration. So
olid lines forr amplitude scaling;
s
dottted lines for frequency
f
m
modification
a
and
bold lines for
fo average of
o response.

(a)
(b)
mparison of axial strain in
i core wall:: (a) at P2 loocation; (b) at
a P10 locatioon.
Figgure 13. Com
Soliid lines for amplitude
a
scaaling; dottedd lines for frequency moddification annd bold liness for
averrage of respoonse.
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(a)
(b)
omparison off coupling beeam (CB) rootation: (a) CB
C between P3-P2;
P
(b) CB
C
Fiigure 13. Co
betw
ween P11-P1
10. Solid linees for amplittude scaling;; dotted liness for frequenncy modificaation
annd bold liness for averagee of response.
(
Fram
me Structure
4.2 40-Story Buckkling-Restraaint-Braced (BRB)
t analysis results and comparisons
c
s between am
mplitude scalling
Figurres 14 to 16 summarize the
vs. frrequency mo
odification foor the 40-stoory (BRB) fraame structurre.
Figurre 14 comparres the resullts of story shhear and storry moment. Higher dem
mands were
exhibbited by freq
quency modiffication mottion for storyy moment, ass can be seenn in Figure 14b.
1
Inter--story drift, in
i Figure 15, do not show
w a significaant differencces; at some story levels,,
frequuency modifiication show
wed higher reesponses, andd at other stoory, levels am
mplitude scaaling
show
wed higher reesponses.
Signiificantly high
her level of responses
r
w observedd for floor accceleration for
were
f frequencyy
modiification mottion, as can be
b seen in Fiigure 16. Aggain, if accelleration-senssitive equipm
ment
were placed in th
he building, it
i will be wisser to use am
mplitude scalling motion to evaluate the
t
buildding perform
mance.
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(a)
(b)
F
Figure
14. Co
omparison of (a) Story shear; (b) Stoory moment. Solid lines for
f amplitudde
sccaling; dotted
d lines for frrequency moodification annd bold liness for averagge of responsse.

(a)
(b)
Figure 15. Comparison
F
C
of inter-storry drift: (a) EW
E drift; (b)) NS drift. Soolid lines forr
am
mplitude scaling; dotted lines for frequency moddification andd bold lines for
f average of
response.
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(a)
(b)
F
Figure
16. Comparison
C
o floor acceeleration: (a) EW story acceleration;
of
a
(b) NS storyy
acceeleration. So
olid lines forr amplitude scaling;
s
dottted lines for frequency
f
m
modification
a
and
bold lines for
fo average of
o response.
me Structuree
4.3 40-Story Steeel Space Fram
8 compare thhe results off story shear,, story momeent, and inter-story drift.. The
Figurres 17 and 18
figurees do not sho
ow a significcant differennce.
But much
m
higher level of respponses were observed foor floor accelleration for frequency
f
modiification mottion, as can be
b seen in Fiigure 19. Onnce again, if accelerationn-sensitive
equippment were to
t be placed in the building, it will be
b wiser to use amplitudee scaling mootion
to evaaluate the bu
uilding perfoormance.
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(a)
(b)
F
Figure
17. Comparison of
o (a) story shear; (b) stoory moment. Solid lines for
f amplitudde
sccaling; dotted
d lines for frrequency moodification annd bold liness for averagge of responsse.

(a)
(b)
Figure 18. Comparison
F
C
of inter-storry drift: (a) EW
E drift; (b)) NS drift. Soolid lines forr
am
mplitude scaling; dotted lines for frequency moddification andd bold lines for
f average of
response.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 19. Comparison
F
C
o floor acceeleration: (a) EW story acceleration;
of
a
(b) NS storyy
acceeleration. So
olid lines forr amplitude scaling;
s
dottted lines for frequency
f
m
modification
a
and
bold lines for
fo average of
o response.
5. Coonclusion
uildings were analyzed with
w seven pairs of amplitude scaled and seven pairs
p
Threee selected bu
of speectral match
hing ground motions.
m
Coomparison shhows that, inn general, usee of spectral
matchhing ground
d motions yieelds higher demand.
d
But use of time domain scalled ground
motioons will prov
vide comparrable structurral design off a high-rise building.
Whenn spectral matching grouund motions were used, significantlyy higher leveels of floor
accelleration weree observed. Therefore,
T
iff accelerationn sensitive equipment
e
w to be plaaced
were
in a high-rise
h
building, it is advisable to use
u amplitudde scaled groound motionns to evaluatee the
buildding perform
mance.
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